


MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 09.05.2019 AT CEA, SEWA BHAWAN WITH 

OFFICIALS OF PVVNL REGARDING VOLUME – II OF 19TH EPS- DELHI (NCR)  

 

1. A meeting was held under the chairmanship of Chief Engineer (Power Survey & 

Load Forecasting Division) on 09.05.2019 in the Conference room ‘Manan’, 9th Floor, 

CEA, Sewa Bhawan, R K Puram at 15:00 Hrs with the officials of Paschimanchal Vidhyut 

Vitran Nigam Ltd (PVVNL). The meeting was a follow up meeting held on 30.04.2019 for 

finalizing Volume-II of the 19th Electric Power Survey for National Capital Region 

exclusively for PVVNL as in the said meeting, there were representations of only 

Ghaziabad and Gautam Budh Nagar district and the other six districts of PVVNL coming 

under NCR viz. Hapur, Bulandshar, Muzzafarnagar, Bagpat, Meerut, and Shamli 

remained unrepresented. The list of participants is enclosed as Annexure-I. 

2. Welcoming the participants in the meeting, Chief Engineer (PS&LF) emphasized 

the importance of Electric Power Survey as the whole planning depends on the accurate 

forecasting that in turn depends on reliable past data/information & future plans. 

Deputy Director (PS&LF), then, briefed about the background of this exercise of demand 

projection and expressed concern over the delay in the submission of the data by the 

Discoms. He highlighted the inordinate delay occurring in finalizing the report and 

informed that this exercise was initiated in the year 2016 but requisite data/ 

information could not be received from most of the Discoms till date. 

3. Thereafter, a detailed discussion was held with respect to electricity data/ 

information of each district of PVVNL. The gist of discussion held/decisions taken in the 

meeting are under: 

a) The guidelines/check list prepared by CEA for ensuring data consistency needs 

to be adhered with by the Discoms while furnishing the data. Any deviation needs 

to be appropriately explained. 

 

b) There were some confusion regarding the categories of the consumers for which 

data has to be submitted. It was informed that the definition of the categories of 

consumers for which data has to be submitted is already explained in the Volume 

–I of the Electric Power Survey and it would be shared with the participants. It 

was also suggested that the consumption not falling under the definition of 

Categories mentioned in the 19th EPS (Vol-I) may be indicated in the “Others 

Category”. Also, electricity consumption in Open Access category will be given 

separately and to be included in a separate row under “Others Category”. 

 

c) The comments for the inconsistencies in data/partial data of the 06 districts 

received so far were shared with the participants. The representatives were in 



agreement with the comments and ensured for submitting the corrected data as 

soon as possible.  

 

d) It was observed that the input data for Shamli was provided from the year 2011-

12. In this regard, the representative from Shamli clarified that Shamli was 

separated from Muzzfarnagar during that period. He also submitted that the 

complete data could be obtained by combining the data of the two divisions of 

Shamli and the same would be provided. With respect to other observation of 

reduction of 10% T&D losses in one particular year, it was clarified that due to 

feeder segregation, such drastic change in losses was observed. 

 

e) One of the issue common to Hapur and Bulandshar was the high growth in the 

consumption of Domestic and Commercial categories in 2014-15 and 2015-16. 

It was clarified that due to various government schemes, number of connections 

were increased and the supply hours have also increased. 

 

f) It was informed that the data for the districts has been furnished up to 2016-17 

and it was agreed that actual data for the year 2017-18 and 2018-19 would also 

be submitted. 

 

g) Representatives from the districts were also requested to submit a small write up 

covering brief of the city, climate and rainfall in the city, policy Initiatives of 

Government affecting electricity demand economy, industrial or infrastructure 

development in the city, etc. for including the same in the final report. 

 

h) The data furnished by Discoms for 18th  EPS is not matching with that of data for 

19th EPS, Discoms are requested to check the same and reconcile the data as far 

as possible. If there were a gross difference, then Discom would provide the 

reasons for the same. 

 

4. It was decided that all the nodal officers would ensure to submit the requisite 

information latest by 17th May 2019 and thereafter keeping some time gap for examining 

the submitted data/information and preparing comments thereon, it was decided that 

next meeting for resolving all the issues and taking up the matter further would be 

convened on 27th May 2019. 

The meeting ended with vote of thanks to the Chair.  

************** 

 



Annexure-I 

S.No Name Designation/ Organisation Contact No. Email ID 

1. Sh. B.K Arya Chief Engineer  
(PS&LF) 

011-26732767 b.karya1664@gov.in 

2.  Sh. Deepak Kumar Director  
(PS&LF) 

011-26732252 deepak.cea@gmail.com 

3. Sh. Naresh Kumar Deputy Director  
(PS&LF) 

011-26732253 naresh.kumar38@nic.in 

4. Sh. Sanjeev Rana S.E, EUDC 
(Meerut) 

9193330310 eudcmeerut@gmail.com 

5. Sh. Ashok Kumar 
Verma 

E.E 
(Shamli) 

9193331050 seedcshamli@gmail.com 

6. Sh. Ramveer Singh S.E 
(Bagpat) 

9193330555 edcbaghpat@gmail.com 

7. Sh. Banarsi Lal 
Maurya 

S.E 
(Hapur) 

9193319900 edchapur1@gmail.com 

8. Sh. A.K. Singh S.E, EDC-II 
(Meerut) 

9193331001 seedc2mrt@gmail.com 

9. Sh. A.K. Singh S.E 
(Meerut) 

9193300950 edcmeerut@gmail.com 

10. Sh. A.K. Singh S.E 
(Noida) 

8576975555 cenoidapvvnl@gmail.com 

11. Sh. Aastik Krishna 
Atray 

S.E. 
(Muzzafarnagar) 

9412749361 seeudcmzn@gmail.com 

12. Sh. Yadavendra Singh E.E 
(Ghaziabad) 

9193320005 gzbzone@gmail.com 

13. Sh. Ranjeet Singh 
Yadav 

S.E 
(Bulandshar) 

9193302100 edc1bsr@gmail.com 

14. Sh. G.N Mishra S.E 
(Bulandshar) 

9193302300 sed3bsr@gmail.com 

15. Sh. Ajay Agrawal S.E 
(Bulandshar) 

9193302200 sed2bsr@gmail.com 

16. Ms. Komal Dupare Assistant Director 
(PS&LF) 

011-26732236 komal.dupare@gov.in 
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